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Background: Onychomycosis is a fungal nail disorder that does not have a successful cure
due to the poor permeability of topical anti-fungal drugs through the nail. This study utilizes ultrasound
to increase the permeability of the nail to the topical drugs currently used in clinic. The first aim of this
study was to optimize ultrasonic parameters within the temperature increase limits set by the American
Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) and the British Medical Ultrasound Society (BMUS). The
second aim of the study was to evaluate the optimized parameters for a cause of action of either
cavitation (the creation of micrometer pores in the nail barrier) or acoustic streaming (a steady fluid
motion which may help push the drug through the nail).
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Methods: Porcine and human nails are used in the five studies. PZFlex Modeling Software is used to
model the temperature increase in the toe as a result of ultrasonic application and these results were
used to develop the three parameters tested throughout the rest of the studies. The three parameters
tested were 1 min of continuous ultrasonic application, 3 min of 50% ultrasonic application and 5 min of
50% ultrasonic application. In order to address the second aim of our research work, these three
parameters were tested for the presence of streaming and cavitation.
Results: At the three tested parameters, the most permeation of the nail occurs with 1 min of
continuous application of ultrasound to the nail. It was also found that there was limited cavitation and
significant streaming at all three parameters. This suggests that streaming may be the main mechanismof-action in ultrasound-mediated drug delivery through the nail.
Conclusions: The parameter of 1 min of continuous ultrasonic testing will continue to be employed as
the testing is moved to a rabbit model of onychomycosis.

Onychomycosis is a fungal nail disorder that causes nail thickening, discoloration and brittleness. 1 As a
result of thickened nails, patients with onychomycosis experience discomfort and pain with normal nail
use.2 Notably, mycotic nails have been shown to have a negative psychosocial impact, particularly
causing embarrassment and stigmatization.3 If left untreated, onychomycosis increases the risk of
severe infection, particularly in those with diabetes who are at risk of developing cellulitis, ulcers, and
gangerene.4
Currently three main treatment plans are prescribed in clinic for onychomycosis treatment ʹ an oral
drug (Terbinafine, Itracanozole, or Fluconazole), a topical drug (Eficanozole, Ciclopirox, or Tavaborole) or
a combination therapy of both an oral and topical drug.5
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Terbinafine is the most commonly prescribed oral drug. However, according to 48 randomized studies,
Terbinafine has a clinical cure rate of only 37% and the drug is associated with rare (2.5 in 100,000
patients), but dangerous side effects including elevated liver enzyme tests that can indicate liver damage
and hepatitis.5,6

Although several topical drugs are currently approved for clinical use, the most popularly
prescribed drug is Efinaconazole. Efinaconazole has been shown to be more effective than its main
competitor, Ciclopirox.7 In treatment, Ciclopirox or Efinaconazole is applied directly to the top of the nail
and causes negligible side effects.8 However, due to binding between the keratin in the nail and either
drug, the anti-fungal drug progresses slowly and incompletely through the nail.9 As a result,
Efinaconazole has a cure rate of only 50% after 72 weeks of application and Ciclopirox has a cure rate of
only 36% after 6 months of application.10,11
Ultrasound-mediated drug delivery has successfully been used through the skin and the eyes. 12,13 The
two main mechanisms of action in ultrasound-enhanced drug delivery are cavitation and streaming.
Cavitation is the creation of micrometer-size pores in the barrier. There are two types of cavitation ʹ
stable cavitation and inertial cavitation. Stable cavitation is the expansion and contraction of bubbles
that are already present in or near the barrier in response to ultrasound. Inertial cavitation is the large
size change of short-lived bubbles that eventually collapse. 14 Streaming is a force caused by the
reduction in the ultrasound waves due to their absorption and scattering. 15 Specifically, microstreaming is the movement of fluid in a localized area. Streaming has been shown previously to be the
cause of action in drug delivery through the skin, and cavitation has been shown to be the main
mechanism in ultrasound-mediated drug delivery through the cornea. 12,13
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Previous studies published by our laboratory confirm the efficacy of using ultrasound to increase drug
delivery through the nail using porcine nails and a drug-mimicking blue dye. These same studies tested a
range of frequencies (400 kHZ ʹ 1 MHz) and found that the most drug delivery occurs with a frequency
of 1 MHz. 16 These same studies found that the temperature increase after 5 min of continuous
application at a frequency of 1 MHz, and an intensity of 1 W/cm2 was close to the safety regulations of
the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) and the British Medical Ultrasound Society
(BMUS). 16 The first aim of this study was to test the efficacy of ultrasound-mediated drug delivery
through the nail while testing the drug actually used in clinic, Ciclopirox. The second aim of this study
was to optimize ultrasonic parameters while staying within the temperature increase considered safe by
both the AIUM and the BMUS. In order to do this, safety modeling experiments were used to guide the
optimization of the ultrasonic parameters which were then tested in vitro with human nails. Finally,
cavitation and streaming studies were performed in order to examine the ultrasonic mechanism of
action in nail drug delivery.

Materials and Methods
Five distinct sets of ultrasonic experiments are presented in this experimental work, as explained by the
Table 1. The first study is the Ciclopirox Diffusion Cell Study, which was performed in order to confirm
the efficacy of ultrasound-mediated drug delivery in increasing the permeation of the nail to one of the
topical drugs used in clinic today. The second study was the Pulsed Modeling Study, which was
performed in order to develop the ultrasonic parameters that were used for the final three studies,
which were performed in vitro. The first set of these in vitro studies, the Luminosity Experiments was
performed to assess the permeation of the excised human nail at the ultrasound parameters found to
be safe by the Pulsed Modeling Studies. The second set of these in vitro studies, the Cavitation
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Experiment, was performed to assess the impact of cavitation on the permeation of the nail at the
chosen parameters. The final set of in vitro studies, the Streaming Experiment, was performed to assess
the impact of streaming on the permeation of the nail at the chosen parameters.

A. Ultrasound Parameters
The unfocused circular ultrasound (US) transducers used in all in vitro experiments had an active
diameter of 15 mm and center frequencies of 400, 600, and 800 kHz and 1 MHz (Sonic Concepts, Inc,
Bothell, WA). The US waveforms were developed by a function generator (Agilent Technolo- gies, Santa
Clara, CA) and amplified to obtain a 50-dB gain by an amplifier (150A100B RF amplifier; Amplifier
Research, Souderton, PA). The US used for all experiments was set to be 1 W/cm2 at all parameters
used.

B. Diffusion Cell Experiment Materials and MethodsThe Diffusion Cell Experiments quantified
permeation through the entire nail using a Franz Diffusion Cell (Fig. 1). These experiments utilized
porcine nails (Sioux-Preme Packing Company) and Ciclopirox. The diffusion cell (PermeGear, Hellertown,
PA, USA) was fit with a custom-made nail and lid adaptor in order to prevent leakage of drug around the
nail while still allowing the ultrasound transducer and 50 mL of dye to fit above the setup. The nail
adaptor is explained in detail in our previous publication.17
This experiment utilized pig feet that were obtained from Sioux-Preme Packing Company (Sioux Center,
/Ϳ͘dŚĞŶĂŝůƐǁĞƌĞƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚĂƐĐĂůƉĞůĂŶĚƌĂǌŽƌďĞĨŽƌĞďĞŝŶŐƐƚŽƌĞĚĂƚϭϬ͘ϲȗƵŶƚŝůƚŚĞŝƌƵƐĞ͘dŚĞ
pieces of porcine nail (n=5) were cut to be approximately the size of a human nail (1 x 1 x 0.1 cm).

In these experiments, the donor compartment was filled with Ciclopirox and the receiving
compartment was filled with ethanol due to the hydrophobicity of Ciclopirox. 18 Throughout the
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experiments, the entire diffusion cell was placed in a water bath at 37Ț C and the receiving compartment
was stirred using a magnetic stirring bar that spun at 450 RPM. The nail was sonicated from a set
distance of 85 mm and an intensity of 1 +/- 0.1 W/cm2.17 The nail was sonicated at either 400 kHz, 600
kHz, 800 kHz and 1 MHz for five minutes. After each experiment, 2 mL of solution was collected from the
receiving compartment of the diffusion cell and a spectrophotometer (UVmini-1240; Shimadzu,
Columbia, MD) was used to measure its absorption with ethanol as the base. Absorbance was measured
at 360 nm. This number was found by performing an initial calibration curve on the Ciclopirox. Two
serial dilutions totaling 26 measurements of drug in ethanol were also performed at this wavelength to
develop an equation to convert from absorption measurement to dilution. This methodology is
explained in detail in previous literature.17

C. Pulsed Modeling Studies Materials and Methods
The Pulsed Modeling Studies were performed with the intention of optimizing ultrasound parameters
within the temperature increase guidelines of the British Medical Ultrasound Society and the American
Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine.19,20 PZFlex, an explicit time-domain modeling software (Weidlinger
Associates, Mountain View, CA, USA) was utilized for the entirety of this experiment. The model used
had symmetric axes and absorbing boundaries and its convergence was successfully checked using 11
ƐŝŵƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĂƐǁĂƐƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞůĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌǇ͛ƐƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐƐƚƵĚǇ͘17 For the purpose of this experiment,
the human toe was modeled as being 2-dimmensional, straight and rectangular. In the human body, the
toe is relatively symmetrical, so this representation is realistic. However, the human toe is slightly
curved, and this variation may have caused slightly simulated values that are slightly higher than are
actually expected.21
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The nail was modeled using the five layers of the toe as defined by thickness in Table 2. Structure
thickness was estimated using literature and due to PZFlex allowances was rounded to the nearest 0.5
mm.
For the frequency of 1 MHz and the transducer diameter of 20 mm, the transition point from
near field to far field (DFF) was calculated to be 55 mm for the applied intensity of 1 W/cm2.14
Experiments were performed in the near-field at a distance of 31 mm. The distance was changed from
the Ciclopirox Diffusion Cell Studies in an effort to make the work more clinically applicable. The times of
application that were tested were 1 min, 3 min, and 5 min. In previous studies, the temperature increase
due to ultrasound was found to be over the safety limit, so pulsing was used.17 The pulsing tested
ranged from 3% to 100%.
The results of the PZFlex study provided three sets of parameters ʹ one at each time of application (1
min, 3 min, and 5 min) to be tested in the two other in vitro studies.

D. Luminosity Materials & Methods
The two in vitro experiments utilized planar ultrasound transducers, an intensity of 1 W/cm2, and a
frequency of 1 MHz. The unfocused circular US transducer used in all experiments had an active
diameter of 20 mm and a center frequency of 1 MHz. The in vitro experiments utilized onychomycotic
human nails that were excised (under an approved IRB protocol) as a part of a standard patient
treatment.
The Luminosity Experiments quantified nail permeation by measuring the amount of drugmimicking blue dye (FD&C Blue No. 1 ʹ Brilliant Blue FCF, E133) that entered the nail as a result of
sonication (Fig. 2).
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Pieces of diseased human nail (0.1 x 0.1 x 1 cm3) were placed in a 100 mL beaker that was filled with the
dye, 31 mm below the transducer. Nails were then sonicated at one of the three parameters found in
the PZFlex Modeling Experiments given the pulsing allowances of the physio-ultrasound (Sonicator 740,
Mettler Electronics Corp, Anaheim, CA, USA) device (n=5). The beaker was held at 37ȚC using a water
bath (Thermo Haake DC10-P21, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The blue dye used a molecular
weight of 792.84 g/mol and was polar. For comparison, Ciclopirox has a molecular weight of 207.27
g/mol and is nonpolar and Eficanozole has a molecular weight of 348.39 g/mol and is also nonpolar.
However, all three molecules are considered small molecules, and for small molecules, the permeability
varies inversely with molecular weight, meaning that Ciclopirox and Eficanozole would likely have
greater permeability than the blue dye used in the experiments.22
After treatment, the nails were cut and photographed (iPhone 6, Apple Inc, Cupertino, CA, USA).
MATLAB was used to crop the image so that it only contained the cross section of the nail and then to
analyze the average brightness ʹ ĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞƉĞƌŵĞĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĚǇĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŶĂŝůƐ͛ĐƌŽƐƐƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ͘
MATLAB quantifies brightness using the brightness constant, b (b of 250 is a white image, and b of 0 is a
black image). The brightness constant was used to develop the luminosity value v that increases with an
increase in nail permeation (1).

10/b = v
An unequal variance two-ƚĂŝůĞĚƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ͛Ɛƚ-test was used to compare the luminosity value with the sham
experiments.

E. Cavitation Experiment Materials and Methods
The Cavitation Experiments (Fig. 3) quantified both inertial and stable cavitation at the three different
parameters used throughout this work in an attempt to understand the mechanism of action of the
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ultrasound-mediated drug delivery for onychomycosis. Diseased human nails were used (n=8). The
Cavitation Experiments were performed both with (Fig. 3a), and without (Fig. 3b) a nail in order to
ƋƵĂŶƚŝĨǇĐĂǀŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ͘ŶĂĐŽƵƐƚŝĐĂďƐŽƌďĞƌǁĂƐƉůĂĐĞĚŝŶĂǁĂƚĞƌďĂƚŚĂƚϯϳȗ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞŶƐŽŶŝĐĂƚĞĚĨƌŽŵ
31 mm at the parameters of the study. Passive Cavitation Detection (PCD) was then used to characterize
the system. A PCD is a type of hydrophone that specifically receives the range of frequencies in which
cavitation-induced acoustic signals occur. [3].
This study utilized a single-element PCD transducer (bandwidth of 2.8ʹ4.2 MHz; ISO304HP, CTS
Valpey, Hopkinton, MA, USA). The PCD was aimed at the absorber (with or without the nail) so that it
intersected the path of the ultrasound. The signals obtained from the PCD were collected by a spectrum
analyzer (MDO3024, Tektronix, Arlington, VA, USA), and the data was saved for analysis in MATLAB.
Stable cavitation was quantified by identifying both subharmonics and ultra-harmonics of 1 MHz,
because emission of both of these harmonics occurs with stable cavitation .14 Inertial cavitation was
quantified by analyzing the broadband noise across the frequency spectrum of the signal because
inertial cavitation causes chaotic oscillation.24
Broadband noise was quantified by fitting the frequency spectrum with an eighth-order polynomial in
ŽƌĚĞƌƚŽĚĞĐƌĞĂƐĞƚŚĞǁĞŝŐŚƚŽĨƚŚĞƐŝŐŶĂů͛ƐŚĂƌŵŽŶŝĐƉĞĂŬƐ͘dŚĞƐŝŐŶĂůǁĂƐƚŚĞŶŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚĞĚĂĐƌŽƐƐƚŚĞ
bandwidth in order to quantify the broadband noise, in a method reported in previous studies.23

F. Streaming Experiment Materials and Methods
The Streaming Experiment setup is shown in Fig. 4 and was performed very similarly to the Luminosity
Experiment. Pieces of diseased human nail (n=8) were placed in a 100 mL beaker that was filled with
saline solution, 31 mm below the transducer. Nails were then sonicated at one of the three parameters
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specified by the modeling experiment. The beaker was held at 37ȚC using a water bath (Thermo Haake
DC10-P21, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
After this first sonication, nails were transferred to a second 100 mL beaker that was filled with the
same blue dye solution that was used in the Luminosity Experiments. For this round of treatment, nails
were placed in blue dye for the same length of time as the original experiment but without any
ultrasonic application.25
After treatment, the nails were assessed in the same manner as the nails from the Luminosity
Experiment. These nails were considered the Experimental Nails (US + Saline + Dye) of the study. Nails
were compared to the Negative Control Group (Dye) from the luminosity experiment and the Positive
Control Group (US + Dye) from the luminosity experiment using an unequal variance two-tailed
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ͛Ɛƚ-test (n=5).

Results
A. Diffusion Cell Results
In the Ciclopirox Diffusion Cell Experiment, the 800 kHz and 1 MHz ultrasound tests were statistically
significant (p<0.05) as compared to sham treatments. The 800 kHz experiment found an increase in nail
permeation of 29% over control (p<0.05) and the 1 MHz experiment found an increase of 425% (p<0.05)
as compared to the control. The increase in the 600 kHz test was 3% and the increase in the 400 kHz
experiment was 15%. These results are displayed in Fig. 5.

B. PZFlex Results
The PZFlex results are shown in Fig. 6. Using the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM)
standards for 5 minutes of ultrasonic application, a temperature increase of 4.5ȚC is considered safe, but
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according to the British Medical Ultrasound Society͛s (BMUS) safety considerations, a temperature
increase of only 3ȚC is considered safe. According to our results, a duty cycle of 50% must be used in
order to obey both safety standards (temperature increase of 2.5ȚC). 19,20
The AIUM standards for 3 minutes of ultrasonic application consider a temperature increase of 5.25ȚC to
be safe, but the BMUS only considers a temperature increase of 3ȚC to be safe. According to these limits,
ĂĚƵƚǇĐǇĐůĞŽĨϲϱй;ƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŽĨϮ͘ϵȗͿŵƵƐƚďĞƵƐĞĚŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽƌĞŵĂŝŶďĞůŽǁďoth safety
levels.19,20
For 1 minute of ultrasound exposure, the AIUM considers a temperature increase of 6ȚC to be
safe, and the BMUS considers a temperature increase of 4ȚC to be safe. According to these standards, a
100% duty cycle can be used to remain below both safety levels (temperature increase of 3.91ȚC).19,20

C. Luminosity Results
The luminosity results (Fig. 7) were statistically significant (p<0.005) at the three parameters that were
tested. However, no statistical significance was found when the three experimental groups were
compared to each other. The increase in nail permeability was found to be 74.4% when the nail was
treated for 1 min of continuous ultrasound, the increase in nail permeability was found to be 39.1%
when the nail was treated for 3 min and 50% pulsing, and the increase in nail permeability was found to
be 19.3% when the nail was treated for 5 min and 50% pulsing (n=5).
The increase in nail permeability simply increased with time in the sham studies, but this effect
was not noticed in the experimental groups. In the experimental groups, the 1 min/100% Group had the
highest average luminosity value of 0.112, and the 3 min/50% Group had the lowest luminosity value of
0.100, with the 5 min/50% Group in the middle with a luminosity value of 0.103.
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D. Cavitation Results
The Cavitation Results were broken into two parts ʹ the Stable Cavitation Results (Fig. 8) and the Inertial
Cavitation Results (Fig. 9).
The Stable Cavitation Results highlight the subharmonic and ultraharmonic in red and highlight
the harmonics in yellow. The subharmonic for all experiments is located at 500 kHz and the ultraharmonic is located at 1.5 MHz. The subharmonic and ultraharmonic are small in all of the samples.
However, both the subharmonic and ultra-harmonic are larger in the studies performed with the nail
than in the studies performed without the nail. This is particularly noticeable when directly comparing
the nail and no-nail studies that were performed at 5min/50%.
The Inertial Cavitation Results are shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 quantifies the broadband noise at each
of the tested parameters by integrating the frequency spectrum at that parameter. The integral value is
entitled the Inertial Cavitation Value. The Inertial Cavitation Values are systematically higher for the nail
experiments than the no-nail experiments at the same parameters, and this data is statistically
significant at all three parameters (p<0.05). The highest Inertial Cavitation Value for the nail experiments
was found to occur in the 3 min/50% Experiment. The 1 min/100% and 5 min/50% experiments had
similar results that were slightly lower. However, the differences between the individual nail
experiments were not found to be statistically significant.
The no-nail experiments show a different trend. The highest Inertial Cavitation Value of these
experiments was found in the 5 min/50% experiment and the lowest Inertial Cavitation Value of these
experiments was found in the 1 min/100% continuous experiment. The no-nail experiments were found
to be statistically significant from one another, with the sole exception of the difference between the 3
min/50% and the 5 min/100% no-nail experiments.
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E. Streaming Results
The streaming results are presented in Fig. 10. The average luminosity value of the control nails
(exposed to ultrasound and dye) is found to be significantly higher than the experimental (US + Saline +
Dye) luminosity value at all frequencies (p<0.05). There was no statistical significance between the
luminosity values of the Experimental and Negative Control (Dye) groups. Additionally, there was no
statistical significance between the three experimental groups. The nail exposed to 3 min of ultrasound
at 50% had the lowest luminosity value as compared to both the 5 min of ultrasound at 50% pulsing and
the 1 min of continuous ultrasound. The 3 min of ultrasound at 50% of pulsing was also the nail that
found the lowest diffusion in the Luminosity Experiments.

Discussion
In the Ciclopirox Diffusion Cell Experiments, the 800 kHz and 1 MHz treatments were found to be
statistically significant as compared to the sham treatment, with more permeation in the 1 MHz
treatment. This Ciclopirox experiment confirmed the efficacy of ultrasound-mediated drug delivery in
the in vitro nail. This experiment also increased the evidence that 1 MHz may be the optimal frequency
for increasing delivery through the nail.
In the PZFlex simulations, the change in temperature is due to the balance of heat loss and heat
gain in the tissues exposed to ultrasound.26 Heat gain is determined by the absorption characteristics of
each tissue, whereas the composition and vascularity of the tissue determines the heat loss. The
simulations found maximum temperature increases in the bone. The bone has the largest acoustic
attenuation constant, and higher acoustic attenuation correlates to more heat absorption, making the
results consistent with the expected results.26
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To be a complete model of the human toe the model requires perfusion. Perfusion is recorded
to decrease the temperature by 10%, which means that the results found in this study should be 10%
higher than those found in a living model. 27 However, the PZFlex results are likely a good prediction of
the temperature increase in the living model.
In the luminosity experiments, although the experiments performed at the three parameters
were not found to be statistically different from one another, all three were found to be statistically
significant from their relative sham experiments. This means that nail permeation occurred to a
significant degree at each parameter tested. The most permeation as compared to the control occurred
in the nails that were exposed to ultrasound for 1 min of continuous ultrasound, which suggests this is
the best parameter to use in future experiments.
The experiments found that the stable cavitation was smaller in the studies performed with a
nail as compared to the studies performed without a nail. This is the expected result, as the nail is a solid
barrier, and solid barriers decrease stable cavitation.28 Conversely, inertial cavitation was higher in the
studies performed with a nail than in the studies performed without a nail, which was also the expected
result.29 Overall, very small amounts of cavitation were found across the experiment. This means that
cavitation is unlikely the cause of nail permeation at the parameters used.
The streaming experiments indicate that streaming may have a large impact on the nail at all
three parameters tested. The experimental nails (US + Saline) were found to have permeation
comparable to the negative control (Dye), indicating that with the mechanical impact of streaming
removed, the permeation becomes insignificant, so streaming is likely the main ultrasonic mechanismof-action at all three tested parameters.
Previous studies performed by our laboratory demonstrated proof-of-concept through the
porcine and canine nail.17 33 Ultrasound-mediated drug delivery through the cell membrane and the skin
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has been shown to be related to cavitation.30, 31, 32 The results found in this study suggest that cavitation
may not have a large impact in ultrasound-mediated drug delivery through the nail. The results
presented in this study suggest not only the optimal parameters for ultrasound-mediated delivery
through the nail, but also the main mechanism-of-action at this parameter.
In addition to increasing permeation through the nail, ultrasound has been shown to decrease fungus
through the creation of hydroxyl radicals. This mechanism may assist the delivery and will be tested in
further studies. 34
Additional further studies will continue to test the efficacy of ultrasound in increasing drug
delivery of Ciclopirox and/or Eficanozole through the human nail and steps will be made towards using a
rabbit model of onychomycosis.

Conclusions
Ultrasound presents a novel technique to increase drug delivery through the nail for improved
treatment of onychomycosis. Our in vitro studies found the most compound (both drug-mimicking dye
and drug) permeated the nail when 1 MHz ultrasound was used for treatment at 1 min of continuous
application. The data suggest a possibility for ultrasound-mediated drug delivery to eventually make its
way into clinical practice. Future in vivo experiments will focus on implementing a rabbit model of
onychomycosis.
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Table 1. Experimental Chart.

Diffusion

PZFlex

Luminosity

Cell

Experiments

Experiments

Mechanistic Studies
Cavitation
Stable

Inertial

Streaming

Type

In vitro

In silico

In vitro

In vitro

In vitro

In vitro

Nail

Porcine

N/A

Onychomycotic

Onychomycotic

Onychomycotic

Onychomycotic

Human

Human

Human

Human

1

1

1

1

1

Frequency

0.4, 0.6,

(MHz)

0.8, 1

Exposure

5 min

A. 1 min

A. 1 min/100%

A. 1 min/100%

A. 1 min/100%

A. 1 min/100%

Time &

(100%)

(0-100%)

B. 3 min/50%

B. 3 min/50%

B. 3 min/50%

B. 3 min/50%

B. 3 min

C. 5 min/50%

C. 5 min/50%

C. 5 min/50%

C. 5 min/50%

Duty Cycle

(0-100%)
C. 5 min
(0-100%)
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Table 2. Tissue Properties

Structure

Speed of

Specifi Heat

Thermal

sound

(J/kg/K)

(m/s)

Density

Acoustic

Thickness

Conductivity (kg/cm3)

Attenuation

(mm)

W/mK

(dB/cm/MHz)

Nail

2549

1680

0.291

1270

1.83

0.6

Skin

1537

3391

0.293

1093

0.293

0.5

Subcutaneous

1477

2348

0.21

911

0.61

3.5

2405

2274

0.29

1330

4.07

5.1

Tissue
Bone

Fig 1. Diiffusion Cell: Ciclopiroxx diffusion cell
c experimeental design. Receiving compartmennt
was filledd with ethan
nol and donor compartmeent was filled with Cicloopirox while magnetic
spinner was
w spun at 450
4 RPM as nail was sonnicated.

Fig 2. Lu
uminosity Setup:
S
Luminnosity Experriment experrimental design. Nail waas sonicated in
blue dye at set distan
nce from the ultrasound transducer.
t
N was placced on acoustic absorberr.
Nail

Fig 3. Caavitation Ex
xperimentall Design A) With Nail B)
B Without Nail: Cavitaation Experim
ment
experimeental design. Acoustic Absorber
A
(+/-- Nail) was placed
p
in watter bath at seet distance frrom
an ultrasoound transdu
ucer. The PC
CD was set too intersect thhe path of ulltrasound.

Fig 4. Streaming Seetup: Stream
ming Experim
ment experim
mental setup.. Nail was firrst placed inn
saline at set distance from ultrasoound transduucer. Nail waas then moveed into blue dye for set
amount of
o time with no sonicatioon.

Fig 5. Diffusion Cell Results: Dilution of receiving compartment as function of ultrasonic
frequency. Dilution was determined by performing spectrophotometry on the receiving
compartment of the diffusion cell after treatment.
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Fig 6. PZFlex Pulsing Results: Temperature increase in toe as a function of pulsing in 1 min, 3
min and 5 min of applied ultrasound. Temperature increase is compared to BMUS and AIUM
limits, which are plotted in orange and gray, respectively.
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Fig 7. Luminosity Results: Luminosity value as a function of experimental parameter (both
time and pulsing). Luminosity value was found by taking cross section of nail and finding
average brightness and therefore permeation through the nail.
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Fig 8. Stable Cavita
ation Results: Stable cavvitation resuults. Plots shoow sub-harm
monic, ultraharmonicc (red) and harmonics
h
(ggreen) of the frequency spectrums
s
obbtained for thhree parametters
both withh and withou
ut nail. Results were obtaained using a PCD.

Fig 9. Inertial Cavitation Results: Inertial cavitation value as a function of experimental
parameter (both time and pulsing). Inertial Cavitation Value was obtained by integrating the
frequency spectrum found using a PCD at the various parameters.
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Fig 10. Streaming Results: Luminosity value as a function of experimental parameters.
Luminosity value was obtained by taking cross section of treated nail and finding average
brightness (and therefore permeation). Comparison of experimental group that eliminates
streaming with positive control that has known nail permeation and negative control which has
normal nail permeation. Statistical comparison was performed between the positive control and
the experimental group.
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